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Kingfisher Red airlines previously known as Air Deccan or Simplifly Deccan is budget friendly and
low cost airline that is subsidiary of kingfisher Airline. This airline was established in the year 2003
with the aim to allow every Indian citizen to fly.  All staffs have set very high standards for itself in
bringing air travelling within the reach of Indian majorty. The new tagline of air line â€œThe choice is
simpleâ€• and old logo of the Deccan replaced with the Kingfishers logo. This prestigious airline
operates flights to about 70 varied destinations across India with 540 flights connecting to them.   In
accumulation to its fleet of 30ATR aircrafts, kingfisher red has lately got hold of an entirely new fleet
of 49 Airbus A320 aircrafts. The airlines major head quarters are placed at HAL Bangalore
international airport and it also has a secondary hub at Chennai International airport.

Operating about 3337 flights daily, Kingfisher Red goes the extra mile to guarantee customer
satisfaction. Snacks, beverages and overall hot and filling food is served abroad the airline as part
of affordable in flight meal services. They even offer usage of Kingfisherâ€™s airport counters to check
in and offers commute between the terminal and aircraft using AC buses of Kingfisher Airlines.

The services offered by Kingfisher Red Airlines are unparallel and they position proudly among the
most sought after domestic airlines of the country. Along with personal assistance in handling of
baggage and boarding, it also offers personal and limited lounges with personal space on demand
audio/video with additional tailored screens, relaxed therapeutic massage seats and world of
tempting cuisine from around the world. There is abundant other features offer by Kingfisher that
makes it exceptional among the Indian passengers. The Kingfisher red tickets can be very
conveniently booked online via any of the reputed travel portals across India.

Kingfisher Red Airlines also offers reward programs to the frequent fliers even when flying at low
cost. These flights are part of the King Club loyalty program of the Kingfisher Airlines fame. This
allows customers to collect King Miles on every flight booking and redeem these for free flights.

So if you are a domestic flier than opt for Kingfisher Red Airline as ensures that the traveler must
get the best travelling features with luxury at the lowest fare. As when it is about travelling through
domestic airlines, Kingfisher is the first choice among the passengers.
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